Abstract

Traditional optimization methods applied to solve real life problems can experience local or unstable behavior. Researchers have proposed recently non-traditional search and optimization methods based on natural phenomena like natural evolution, social behaviour, and annealing. This paper describes a meta-algorithm for multiobjective optimization. Finally, it is remarked that migration algorithms and bees’ algorithms are good candidates for solving multiobjective optimization problems.
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1. Introduction

Traditional optimization methods applied to solve real life problems can experience local or unstable behavior [8]. Researchers have proposed recently non-traditional search and optimization methods based on natural phenomena [5, 13, 14, 15]: the annealing in metallurgy – Simulated Annealing; the process of natural evolution – Genetic Algorithms, Differential Evolution, Tabu Search, Scatter Search, and Self-Organizing Migrating Algorithms; nature inspired social behaviour – Particle Swarm Optimization and Ant Colony Optimization. These algorithms have been used successfully for solving both the single and multiobjective optimization problems. This study
considers natural evolution and social behaviour approaches in order to identify suitable procedures for multiobjective optimization.

2. Natural evolution inspired approaches

Evolution strategies are local search methods for continuous search spaces using simple (individual) or advanced (population) solutions [10]. When using only one parent the strategy produces one offspring by adding randomly created values with zero mean and identical standard deviation. The resulting individual is evaluated and compared to the original solution (using the values of the objective function) and the better one survives to be used for the creation of the next solution. The advanced version use $m$ solutions (individuals) as parent population. A set of $n$ new solutions (offspring population) is created in iteration. The next parent population is creating by choosing the $m$ best individual from the union of the parent and offspring population, or only from the offspring population when $n$ is greater than $m$. Two mechanisms are used. The selection mechanism has an intensifying character while recombination has both diversifying and intensifying character. Popular selection schemes are proportionate selection (the expected number of copies a solution has in the next population is proportional to its fitness) and tournament selection (a tournament between $s$ randomly chosen different individuals is held and the one with the highest fitness is added to the mating pool $P$. After $K$ tournaments of size $s$ the mating pool is filled. The mating pool $P$ consists of all solutions which are chosen for recombination).

Genetic operators and migration loops are some examples of evolution strategies. A genetic based searching mechanism, as evolutionary procedure, starts with a set of solutions called population. One solution, in this set, is called a chromosome. The search is guided by a survival of the fit-test principle. The search proceeds for a number of generations. For each generation, based on the fitness function, the fit-test solution will be selected to form a new population. During the process, three main operators can be applied: reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Reproduction process consists in the combination of the evaluation and selection activities. It copies an individual from one generation to the next. Crossover takes two or more chromosomes and by swapping information between them will produce one or more chromosomes (the so called children). Mutation is the process that randomly modifies a part of chromosome’s information. The whole cycle can be repeated along a number of generations until certain termination criteria are met (the number of generations is maximal admitted, a high fitness value is obtained or, the simulation time hits its upper boundary). This chain has to be adapted depending on the particular problem to be solved [15].

A special case of evolution strategy is based on migration [16] and is incorporated in self-organizing migrating algorithms (SOMAs) which work on a population of candidate solutions in loops called migration loops. The initial population is a random sampling over the search space. In each loop, the population is evaluated and the solution with the highest fitness becomes the
leader \( L \). In one migration loop, all individuals, apart from the leader, traverse the input space in the direction of the leader. For mutation, SOMA uses a parameter to achieve perturbation, this parameter being created before an individual starts its migration over the search space, and is used to define the final movement. SOMA approaches proved a good behaviour when used to solve real problems [2, 3, 4].

To solve \( \text{opt}(x) \) where \( x \) belongs to \( D \) (the search space) by SOMA, a procedure consisting of five steps is required [10]:

1. Set up the control parameters of the algorithm: \( PS \) - the size of population, \( N \) - the dimension of the search space (the number of components of the solution), \( ST \) - the number of steps for one migration, \( PL \) - the path length (the distance toward leading item), the step size (the granularity of sampling the search space) = \( PL/ST \), \( PP \) - the perturbation parameter, and \( ML \) - the number of migration loops;

2. Generate (using a uniform distribution over the search space) the initial population, and for each individual the objective functions are evaluated. The individuals are generated in a bounded domain according to

\[
\lambda_{i,j}^0 = \lambda_{j}^\min + \alpha_{i,j} \left( \lambda_{j}^\max - \lambda_{j}^\min \right),
\]

where the \( j \)-th component belongs to \([\lambda_{j}^\min, \lambda_{j}^\max]\), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, PS \), and \( \alpha_{i,j} \) is a uniform distributed number in the unit interval \([0, 1]\).

3. According to the values of the objective functions the solution with the highest fitness becomes the leader \( L \), and the individuals (others than leader) are migrated to new positions, traversing the input space in the direction of the leader; any individual will travel, in a number of steps, a certain distance (path length) towards the leader (\textit{AllToOne} strategy) or towards all individuals (\textit{AllToAll} strategy). The operators used during migration are perturbation (a special kind of mutation), and movement (not a genetic crossover but in place of). Perturbation depends on a vector \( \beta \) generated according to the following rule: if \( \gamma_j < PP \) then \( \beta_j := 1 \) else \( \beta_j := 0 \) \((j = 1, \ldots, N)\). The perturbation vector \( \beta \) is generated before the individual starts to migrate, with \( \gamma_j \) uniform distributed in \([0, 1]\). The movement operator (of the individual \( \lambda_p \) towards the individual \( \lambda_q \)), during the \( i \)th migration loop, produces an individual denoted by \( \lambda_{\tau(s)} \) and defined, for every \((j = 1, 2, \ldots, N)\), as:

\[
\lambda_{\tau(s),j}(i) = \lambda_{p,j}(i-1) + \beta_j(\lambda_{q,j}(i-1) - \lambda_{p,j}(i-1))_{s \cdot ST} \frac{PL}{ST},
\]

where \( s \) is the index of the movement step.

4. Test for the termination condition (the maximum number of migration loops \( ML \) is reached; no improvements during last migration step, or no significant improvement comparing against the leader), and if necessary continues with step 3;
5. Output the set of solutions.

A characteristic of the algorithm consists in the memory property of individuals: during a movement, each individual remembers the best found position. The advantage of using operators like perturbation and movement is to traverse the input space in the direction of the leader(s) to avoid the deadlock of the algorithm in the local optimum, and reach the global optimum by faster convergence [17, 18].

3. Nature inspired approaches

Social optimization strategies are inspired by the observation of the behaviour of swarms. Simple individuals cooperate through self-organization, without any form of central control. The Bees Algorithm (BA) approach is used to illustrate the social optimization paradigm [9, 13]. The algorithm performs a kind of neighbourhood search combined with random search, according to the following steps:

0. Let \( t = 0 \)

1. Initialize population with random solutions: The algorithm starts with the \( \text{NSB} \) scout bees being placed randomly in the search space:

\[
\{X_i(t)|i = 1, 2, \ldots, \text{NSB}\}.
\]

2. Evaluate the fitness of the population and chose the best individual \( X_{\text{best}}(t) \).

3. Repeat the following steps:

3.1. Select the \( m \) best sites for neighbourhood search.

3.2. Select \( e \) sites from \( m \) having the best quality.

3.3. Each site of the \( e \) sites conducts neighbourhood searching for \( nep \) times assisted by \( nep \) bees.

3.4. Each site of the \( m - e \) sites conducts neighbourhood searching for \( nsp \) times assisted by \( nsp \) bees.

3.5. Each site of the \( \text{NSB} - m \) conducts search only one time.

3.6. Recombine a new population.

3.7. Evaluate the fitness of the population and chose the best individual \( X_{\text{best}}(t) \).

3.8. Let \( t := t + 1 \) until the stopping criterion is fulfilled.

4. Output \( X_{\text{best}}(t) \), and the fitness of \( X_{\text{best}}(t) \).
with the following parameters: number of scout bees ($NSB$), number of sites selected out of $NSB$ visited sites ($m$), number of best sites out of $m$ selected sites ($e$), number of bees recruited for best $e$ sites ($nep$), number of bees recruited for the other ($m - e$) selected sites ($nsp$), initial size of patches ($ngh$) which includes site and its neighbourhood. A stopping criterion (the maximum number of iterations) is necessary.

If the size of the solution vector is $D$ then

1. **The population is initialized by the following rule:** For $i := 1$ to $NSB$ do for $j := 1$ to $D$ do

$$X_{i,j}(t) = \left(U_{X_{i,j}(t)} - L_{X_{i,j}(t)}\right) \ast \text{RAND} + L_{X_{i,j}(t)},$$

where $L_{X_{i,j}}$ and $U_{X_{i,j}}$ are the lower, respective the upper limits for the $j$th component of the solution vector, and RAND is generated as uniformly distributed in $[0, 1]$.

2. A new individual is generated according to the following steps (AllToOne strategy):
   a) $V_{i,j}(t) = X_{i,j}(t) + \alpha_{i,j}(X_{i,j}(t) - X_{k,j}(t))$, where $\alpha_{i,j}$ is random and uniformly distributed in $[-1, 1]$, and $k$ is the index of best individual, $k \neq i$, identified by computing the probabilities

$$\text{prob}_l = \text{Fit}_l / \sum_{j=1}^{NSB} \text{Fit}_j,$$

and choosing $k$ as

$$\text{prob}_k = \max \text{prob}_l | l = 1, 2, \ldots, NSB.$$

b) If the fitness of $V_i$ is higher than the fitness of $X_i$ then $X_i$ is replaced by $V_i$, otherwise remains unchanged.

4. **Multiobjective evolutionary optimization**

The multi-objective optimization is the process of simultaneously optimization of two or more conflicting objectives subject to certain constraints. A collection of case studies is given in [1]. Constructing a single aggregate objective function is the basic approach. If the objective functions have different weights then the decision is essentially subjective. Classical and non-traditional optimizers were proposed for multiobjective optimization. Currently most evolutionary optimizers apply Pareto-based ranking schemes. The concept of Pareto dominance is of extreme importance in multiobjective optimization, especially where some or all of the objectives are mutually conflicting: maximize the system reliability under minimum costs. The Pareto
optimum, in general, gives not a single solution, but a set of solutions. Such set is maintained using a database as described below. In the following, a meta-algorithm for evolutionary multiobjective optimization is described and experimental results are reported.

4.1. A meta-algorithm

The multi-objective version of evolutionary algorithms uses the concept of the Pareto domination [9]: a solution $A$ is said to dominate another solution $B$ if $A$ is not worse than $B$ in all objectives, and $A$ is strictly better than $B$ in one objective at least. In order to manage the set of the non-dominated solutions, a database $DB$ should be used [6, 10]. The multiobjective procedure is based on the following steps:

1) Setup the parameters of the algorithm (the size of $DB$, the maximum number of evolution loops).

2) Generate the initial population and evaluate the objective functions for each individual.

3) Search the current population for non-dominated solutions and register them in $DB$.

4) Apply the $AllToMany$ evolutionary procedure for every individual from the current generation, evaluate the new solutions and update $DB$.

5) Test for the termination condition, and if necessary continues with step 4.

6) Select the non-dominated optimal solution from $DB$.

The new individuals are generated according to the following rule ($AllToMany$ strategy):

$$V_{i,j}(t) = X_{i,j}(t) + \alpha_{i,j}(X_{i,j}(t) - X_{k,j}(t)),$$

where $\alpha_{i,j}$ is random and uniformly distributed in $[-1, 1]$, and $k$ is the index of individuals stored in $DB$. If the fitness of $V_i$ is higher than the fitness of $X_i$ then $X_i$ is replaced by $V_i$, otherwise remains unchanged.

The above algorithm can use both $SOMA$ and $BA$ approaches. However, other recombination strategies can be considered when inspiring according to [7].

4.2. Experiments

In order to compare $SOMA$ and $BA$ algorithms the intuitionistic fuzzy optimization problem described in [10, 11] was considered firstly in the software reliability optimization framework. Starting from the architectural graph,
and using the intuitionistic fuzzy computation of the system reliability [12] and its optimization, the results demonstrate the efficiency of both approaches, the convergence being achieved after a small number of steps. However, the tuning of the BA parameters requested more time than tuning SOMA parameters.

5. Conclusion

Recently, an increased interest in evolutionary optimization inspired by nature was identified. Both migrating strategy algorithms and bees’ algorithms are controlled random search approaches, the control being realized over generations of individuals obtained by recombination rules. This paper has described these approaches and presented a meta-algorithm for multiobjective optimization. Even difficult to calibrate the initial parameters, the algorithm proved a good behaviour when applied for real industrial problems concerning the complex systems reliability optimization.
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